Character cards

You think you are skiing

.ne

t

Exactly like the show Whose Line is it Anyway – hand out the cards to three or
four students who then attend the party of another. The host of the party has
to guess the ‘characteristic’ of each of their guests.

ing

You behave as if you are famous but you are not

You believe you are the Prime Minister or President

rn

You think you’re on an Oprah type chat show

ea

You think you’re in a racing car

You have an invisible friend with you

rel

You are unable to tell the truth
You are convinced someone is spying on you

mo

You are insulted by everything anyone says to you
You are rehearsing to be a catwalk model

w.

You think you are a weather forecaster
You have just run a marathon

ww

You behave as if you are a police officer

You are passionate about needlework and knitting
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You think you are in a rock band

t

Character cards

You believe you are the host or hostess of the party

ing

You are convinced you are a detective in a crime novel

You are only at the party because you have nowhere else
to go

rn

You try to chat up everyone you meet

You think you are watching a sports match

ea

You take literally and seriously anything that is said to you

rel

You multi-task all the time and bring your work to the party
You are in politics and try to convince everyone to support
you

mo

You detest parties

You attempt to advertise the party to everyone

w.

You take over every conversation

ww

You think everything anyone says is a huge joke
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